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DISCLAIMER 

 

While every effort has been made to ensure the relevance and accuracy of the information 
provided in this learner guide, sources and the information they provide to this document 
may change without notice. The authors and agents accept no responsibility for any errors 
or omissions or for any loss or damage whatsoever caused from the use of this learner 
guide. 
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Overview 
 

This workbook has been designed to enhance your skills and knowledge in the area of 
academic writing. By working with your facilitator and completing the tasks in this 
workbook, you should notice a marked improvement in the quality of your writing and 
your approach to tackling writing projects. 

 

Feedback 
One of the best methods of improving your writing is to invite feedback from 
experienced writers and editors. The more feedback you are able to integrate into your 
writing, the more you will be able to develop the skills required as a professional scribe. 
Do not limit yourself to what you know now. The regular input of editors refines the 
work of even the best writers. 

 

Progress through the workbook 
As you progress through each activity, you will build a knowledge base of information 
that should have a cumulative effect on your skill level. You should not aim to get every 
activity perfect (if there is such a thing). Instead, use each activity as a chance to seek 
feedback. Try using dot points, commas, jargon, and other things you are not sure 
about, to seek clarification along the way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This workbook is produced as a training aid for contract writers and employees of 
SpecTraining Pty Ltd. The successful completion of this workbook is a mandatory 
requirement for writers working with SpecTraining Pty Ltd. 
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Vocational and tertiary standards – the Australia 
Qualifications Framework 

 

When you receive a writing project there will usually be guidelines supplied by the 
client referring to the quality level of work required. Currently, the standards include: 

◉  Certificate III and IV 
◉  Diploma/Advanced Diploma 
◉  1st to 3rd year tertiary level 
◉  Industry level 

 

The Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) details the standards expected by 
education providers and students to satisfactorily meet a consistent level of academic 
quality within Australia. We use this standard to apply to all of our writing. 

A copy of the AQF handbook is available from your facilitator or online at  

http://goo.gl/HiJlv1  

 

Understanding VET 
You will need to become familiar with the layout of vocational education resources and 
requirements. The first place to start is the Training.gov.au (TGA) website – 

www.training.gov.au  

This site contains all nationally recognised vocation training packages. These packages 
are designed to contain the skills and knowledge required to work within the specific 
industry sector covered. They are thorough, but require what is called 
‘contextualisation’. This simply means that the training packages provide broad skills 
and knowledge outcomes, and it is up to you to fill in the specifics to contextualise it for 
the reader. 

 

 

 

http://goo.gl/HiJlv1
http://www.training.gov.au/
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Activity 
Visit the TGA web site with your facilitator and look at training packages, units of 
competency, elements and performance criteria. Summarise the meaning of each in the 
space below: 

training packages: 

 

units of competency: 

 

elements: 

 

performance criteria: 
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Certificate III and IV 
 

For projects aimed at audiences of these levels, consider the following content design, 
activities, and use of language (if required). 

 

Certificate III 
Certificate III qualifications are designed to encapsulate a defined range of skills and 
knowledge usually within a range of broader activities involving known routines, 
methods and procedures, where some discretion and judgment is required. The depth, 
breadth and complexity of the competencies would cover: 

◉  Selecting, adapting, and transferring skills 
◉  Providing technical advice and some leadership to resolve specific problems 
◉  The application may involve some responsibility for others. 

 

When selecting content for this level, you should research content applicable to a 
workplace. Theories and abstract ideas should be minimised to those directly relevant 
to performing the tasks or offering technical advice. 

The following example is from BSBINN301 Promote innovation in a team environment. 

 

Evaluation of team needs and wants 
A team may be formed collaboratively, autocratically or by proximity. Whether the 

workgroup is created to achieve a specific outcome or to contribute to a larger project, 
there are several areas of consistency that exist among team environments. The stages 
of a small team’s development are commonly referred to as (Tuckman, 1965): 

◉  Forming: The team meets and learns about the challenges or opportunities it is 
required to face. 

◉  Storming: The team members suggest ideas and compete for consideration 

◉  Norming: The team members’ adjust their behaviour to suit the situation and 
tackle the agreed tasks 
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◉  Performing: Team members’ become interdependent and task focused. A 
successfully team will achieve its assigned objectives during this phase. 

◉  Adjourning (added after 1965):  

 

The team transcends to the final phase when the task is achieved or abandoned. The 
group dissipates and the roles are dissolved. 

The language is still precise and non-conversational and does not assume the learner is 
on the bottom end of the ‘thinking skills spectrum’. The reference, while old, is still 
relevant and used in today’s workplaces and by managers. 

 

Activity 
Create a paragraph aimed at a Certificate III level learner in a subject in which you are 
familiar. Discuss this with the facilitator for feedback. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Poorly written work at this level is generally due to: 

◉  A lack of respect for the learner/trainer: This leads to overly wordy sentences, 
poorly designed activities and a condescending tone in your writing. 
 

◉  Poor examples: Illustrating points using examples within an unfamiliar workplace 
can cause problems. You may either research the workplace first, or avoid the 
example altogether. Similarly, choosing unrealistic examples will distance your 
reader from the work. 
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◉  Overly familiar language: A Certificate III candidate might be a recent high school 
graduate or a 67-year-old retiree. Keep your language balanced by avoiding 
jargon, fad terms (e.g. sick, phat, bra, wasted etc.) and too many references to 
‘we’ and ‘our’. More on this later. 

 

 

Writing examples 
Examples can be included within a paragraph or as a stand-alone item. Examples are 
used for the express purpose of creating relevancy for the reader. The more abstract the 
example, the less relevant it will be. 

An example should be predicated by a sentence. The sentence effectively introduces 
the example and may be a single sentence at the beginning of the example, or a 
preceding sentence within a paragraph. 

At the Certificate III level, an example should relate to a job role where applicable, and 
show how a problem is solved; 

John’s paperwork was always below standard. As a result, his supervisor sent him on three-
day time management course. After completing the course, John improved his ability to 
prioritise tasks, which led to better control over his paperwork. 
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Certificate IV 
At the Certificate IV level, learners are required to: 

◉  Demonstrate a broad knowledge base incorporating some theoretical concepts 
◉  Apply solutions to a range of unpredictable problems 
◉  Identify, analyse, and evaluate information from a variety of sources, and 
◉  Take responsibility for own outputs in relation to specified quality standards. 

 

The content you create may include more real workplace problems that illicit problem 
solving skills and provoke thought. Theory can be discussed and applied in examples. 
Reference to the reader as a leader would be acceptable. 

The following example is taken from a Certificate IV learner guide: BSBITS401 Maintain 
business technology. 

 

Security and confidentiality procedures 
A system for maintaining confidentiality is a key to any long term profitability. Losing 
organisational secrets, intellectual property, or personal data can have both dire legal 
and commercial consequences. Monitoring this technology-based system requires 
checks and balances to maintain integrity and security. In a managerial role, you should 
seek to build trustworthy relations with other managers and users to foster awareness 
and create common security goals (Backes et al, 2003). 

In addition to the reasons given for poorly written Certificate III work, poor work at this 
level is also due to: 

◉  A lack of respect for the learner/trainer: This leads to overly wordy sentences, 
poorly designed activities and a condescending tone in your writing. 

◉  Ill prepared examples: In leadership roles, readers are looking for relevant 
examples. Pitching examples too far above a middle management position (e.g. 
CEO, CFO levels) will distance the reader. Using an example with a non-
supervisory lead role will have a similar effect. 
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Activity 
Write an example for a Certificate IV reader. The topic is up to you. Consider the format 
used in the Certificate III example, but use your knowledge of a Certificate IV reader to 
apply an appropriate tone and level to the example. Discuss your example with the 
facilitator.  

 

 

 

 

 

Discuss this with the facilitator for feedback. 
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Diploma and Advanced Diploma 
 

At the Diploma level, readers are usually in a supervisory role of some kind. This can 
include trainers, shop managers, office managers, building supervisors, mid-level 
managers of larger organisations and so on. At this level, learners are required to: 

◉  Demonstrate a broad knowledge base, with substantial depth in some areas, 
incorporating some theoretical concepts 
 

◉  Analyse and plan approaches to technical or management requirements 
 

◉  Evaluate information for planning and forecasting, or research purposes, and 
 

◉  Take responsibility for group outcomes 
 

Writing material at this level requires that you consistently refer to published research 
and industry data. At this level, your opinion means less and the facts mean more. You 
should endeavour to verify any opinions you have by finding a relevant example in 
news articles, textbooks or library references. While it is preferred the writer has 
experience in the area of writing, a good researcher can still create a worthy document 
by seeking out information directly. For example: 

While recently writing a Children’s Services unit, I spent time with three centre directors and 
interviewed staff regarding their processes. This provided me with many examples and 
made the content more relevant to industry readers. I added this knowledge to that gained 
from four text books I was using, current news articles and information available on the 
Internet. 

Consider your use of words. The complexity of sentences and technical information can 
be at a higher level than that of a Certificate IV or below. If you find you’re using a word 
or acronym too often, look for alternatives and substitute as necessary. 
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The Gunning Fog index 
This simple tool allows you to scale the difficulty of your writing. While there are more 
complex tools available which are possibly more accurate (e.g. Flesch Reading Scale), 
the Gunning Fog method is a good indicator. 

 

How it works: 

You can use the formula: 0.4 (SL + %WD) 

SL = average sentence length 

WD= Polysyllabic words 

 

1. Find the number of sentences in a sample of 100 words. Stop your count with the 
sentence which ends nearest to the 100-word total 

2. Divide the total number of words by the number of sentences to get an average 
sentence length. 
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3. Count the number of words that have 3 syllables or more and find the percentage. Do 
not count proper nouns (e.g. Harrison), or verb forms (e.g. transmitting, or listening). 

4. Total the numbers and multiply by 0.4. 

 

The result gives you a rough idea of where your writing difficulty is located on the scale: 

◉  0-10 Primary school 

◉  11-12 High School (Cert III/IV) 

◉  13-16 Tertiary (Cert IV, Dip, Bachelors) 

 

Activity 
Describe in one of two paragraphs how an office environment operates. Try to pitch it 
to a Diploma-level learner. Ensure you write more than 100 words. Carry out the 
Gunning Fox calculation and discuss the outcome with your facilitator. 
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Tertiary‐level writing 
 

The level of the content in tertiary writing (at the bachelors’ level) is no different to 
Diploma level. That is, your opinions mean less, the facts mean more. Specifically, the 
facts should be recent, and verifiable. Recent references are those published within the 
last 5 years. With the Internet, access to these is relatively easy. In some instances, 
SpecTraining can provide access to online libraries as required. 

A verifiable reference is one which is available for the learners to look up separately to 
the information you have presented to them. Your reference should be attached or 
cited correctly in your list of references. For third year writing, it is also recommended 
that more ‘peer reviewed’ references are used, as opposed to articles and non-peer 
reviewed papers. Peer reviewed means that the paper or article has been verified as true 
and correct by academics within that field of expertise. 

Lastly, ensure your content does not breach copy write laws; more on this later. 

 

Activity 
Use the internet to locate, identify and cite two peer reviewed papers on the subject of 
adult learning principles. Use which ever referencing system you’re used to. Discuss this 
with the facilitator for feedback. 
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Industry writing 
 

The biggest hurdle for a writer taking on an industry-specific project is to ensure the 
writing meets the specific audience’s schemata. Cognitive psychology has shown that 
we generalize from our particular experiences to form broad, abstract mental patterns. 
These are called ‘schemata’. When exposed to a particular set of rules, standards, beliefs, 
ideas, and attitudes, our mental schemes take on a rather rigid format.  

Consider the writing you might observe at a gossip magazine as compared to a defence 
force office context; or how a religious writer might use ‘thou’s’ and ‘thee’s’ in their 
attempt to create a connection with historical writings. Your approach should include 
researching any work that has previously been done for the client and to seek feedback 
from the client as to their satisfaction 
level with that work. This helps to 
steer your approach to the writing 
challenge (Petelin & Durham, 2000). 

Industry writing can be very 
technical. For this reason, technical 
competence is usually essential. If 
you are required to write for a 
technical project outside of your 
competencies, you will need to peer 
with a subject matter expert. 

 

Activity 
Use the Internet to research writing done for a local government council. Adopt the 
style of the writer and create a paragraph to introduce yourself to a council staff 
member. Show your facilitator the original document and seek feedback about your 
adoption of that style. 
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Approaching the writing project 
 

We all have our own approaches to writing. There is no ‘one way’ to create academic 
writing. We will share a couple of approaches with you and highlight ways to avoid 
some of the pitfalls faced by many writers. The important learning outcome for you is 
to create an approach that: 

1. You can duplicate 
2. Helps you avoid common writing problems 
3. Creates a positive working environment 
4. Helps you avoid writer’s block 
5. Meets your clients’ deadlines 

 

Look at some of the available resources such as: 

◉  http://writing2.richmond.edu/writing/wweb.html, and 

◉  http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/  

 

Approach 1 – Dan Hill 
My approach to any project is to start by visualising the outcome by the due date. Then, 
create a number of mental steps to fulfilling that outcome. 

 

Step 1. Define the project. What exactly needs to be done? When is it due? What are the 
guidelines such as proposal format, tender requirements, word count, number of pages, 
illustrations and tables, audience, assessments, facilitator guides, training aids, 
applicable software, and available texts? This is all usually done in the first email or two 
and a follow up phone call to ensure we’re on the same page (so to speak!). 

 

Step 2. Create a project chart. Either using a whiteboard, a piece of paper, or (more 
recently) Microsoft Project, I write down all the critical tasks and milestones that need 
to be achieved by certain times in order to fulfill the project by the client’s deadline. This 
is an essential motivating element for me, as I define and prioritise each working day by 
the progress that needs to be recorded on the chart. I like to try and beat the timeline 
as a personal challenge. 

http://writing2.richmond.edu/writing/wweb.html
http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/
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Step 3. Study the format. If a format template is provided, I need to make sure I 
understand it and know what it will look like on the computer screen as I work. If 
examples are available, I’ll use them to ensure my work at least ‘looks’ the same. Content 
comes later. 
 

NOTE: ALWAYS STICK TO THE FORMAT. Not following the format is the quickest way to lose 
a client’s support. They have usually worked hard to create a reproducible forma for their 
audience, so sticking to it is critical for them and you. 
 

Step 4. Organising what comes first. I usually start at the start. But this isn’t essential. I 
sometimes skip to a heading I’m more familiar with to start the ball rolling. If I do this, it 
can create problems of contiguity if I raise important theories or examples late in the 
work.13 
 

Step 5. Write. There’s no better motivator than achieving your daily targets. I ensure that 
I keep strictly to the topic headings and create sub-headings that logically combine to 
form the overall topic heading. For instance, when I write vocational learning materials 
I use the element as the heading and the performance criteria as the subheadings. If the 
performance criteria need to be divided into further subheadings, I look for clues within 
each criterion to form topics that build on that topic, e.g. 
 

From a CHC Diploma guide, the performance criteria read: “Provide varied and 
appropriately challenging opportunities and resources related to each child’s stage of 
development and interests.” 

I assumed that age-appropriate examples of challenging opportunities. So the 
subheadings became: 

1. Stages of learning development 

2. Types of thinking skills 

3. Applying multiple intelligences (this one came as a result of reviewing the range 
statement) 

4. Creating the opportunities 

5. Providing for interests 
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Note how each subheading refers back to the performance criterion directly (with the 
exception of the multiple intelligences heading which was required under the range 
statement for the PC). 

 

Step 6. Content creation. For me, this involves having the Internet open on one screen 
while typing on another. Other than standard research techniques, one thing I do that 
might be helpful is whenever I write a statement of fact and I can’t recall exactly where 
I’ve heard it, I jump online to find a reference or support material by Googling the topic. 
For example, I wrote, “children should be encouraged to interact with their peers. Peer 
groups can help children develop their social competence.” While this may seem 
intuitively true, I needed to find a reference to provide authority for this statement. As 
it was, I found several which helped write more on the subject. It only took a few minutes 
and provided much more content. 

 

Note: NEVER state a fact that isn’t verifiable – it’s just opinion. If you want to write about 
your opinions, choose a different outlet. 

 

Step 7. Review and submission. Another technique I use to avoid the daunting idea of 
rereading hundreds of pages is to review each paragraph as I complete it. Basic 
paragraph structure should be evident and the topic content should make sense. If I 
have a cited a reference in the paragraph, I will add it to the reference list immediately. 
Then I’ll move on. 

 

At worst, I will re-read a whole page. This usually happens if I get on a roll and have a 
deep knowledge of the subject. 

 

When I’m happy that each criterion has been met; I submit the project. I don’t re-read it 
at this stage. This may be a bad habit, but I’ve found that if I review along the way, there 
is little reason to re-read at the end. I can simply press send (or print) and it’s done. 
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Approach 2 – Lee Perlitz 
I approach all of my writing projects from the perspective of a trainer: “if I had a room 
full of students in front of me, how would I teach this subject?” I make the assumption 
that the students probably have little if any knowledge of the subject and, so, keep the 
writing simple – delivering the subject in a step by step manner – starting with basic 
information and building on the knowledge they acquire in activities and assessments 
as we move through the material. 

Depending on whether the writing project is VET or Higher Education I study the 
individual topics and make a list of all the things, within those topics, that must be 
covered in order for the student to achieve competency in the given subject. 

VET subjects - information on VET subjects (or units) is provided on the TGA website. 
The information provided here gives a description of the subject, lists the elements that 
must be covered, outlines a set of performance criteria for each element, describes the 
skills and knowledge required to achieve competence, offers a range of options (range 
statements) to be included in certain performance criteria and, finally, details how the 
subject is to be assessed. As Dan pointed out in his approach, studying the performance 
criteria in each element will provide a list of heading or sub headings. 

Writing VET subjects is, therefore, relatively simple as the TGA training standards give 
you all the necessary information you need to cover the subject. I generally follow the 
order of the unit – covering element 1 and its performance criteria first, followed by 
element 2, 3 and so on until all the elements have been covered. As I move through the 
unit I check that all the required skills and knowledge have also been covered and that 
activities and assessments have been included that test all the elements, performance 
criteria and required skills and knowledge. 

Higher Education – for me, this type of writing is more complex as there is normally only 
a topic and a basic outline of what is to be covered in that topic. Again, I study the topic, 
determine what knowledge and/or skills a student would need to achieve competency. 
Unlike VET I then devise my own list of headings and sub-headings then put them into 
a logical order so that the material flows and builds in a step-by-step manner. For 
example; you cannot teach a student how to write a marketing strategy without first 
teaching them about how to profile the market, or about distribution channels. 
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General writing tips 
◉  Always keep sentences short and concise and never deal with more than one 

issue in one sentence. Long, complicated sentences are confusing and tend to 
turn a reader off. 
 

◉  Too many of these and you will lose your reader. 
 

◉  Word count will depend on the client’s requirements. As a rule, you can generally 
cover a single topic more than adequately in between 2,500 to 3,000 words. 

 
◉  Always refer back to the topic criteria and make sure that what you are writing 

actually covers the subject. 
 

◉  Make sure that any activities or formal assessments are written to fully test the 
subject being covered. 

 
◉  While it is a good idea to write in a friendly, open manner the language you use 

should never the less be relatively formal. Do not use slang or jargon – always 
remember the student reading your material may be from another country and 
will not understand colloquialisms. You are their educator – not their friend. 

 
◉  You can use personal experiences to underpin a point you are trying to make, but 

you should never offer personal opinions on a topic. 
 

Deadlines – are critical. Deadlines are put in place for very important reasons. If you do 
not think you can meet a deadline then you should advise this immediately and either 
negotiate an extension (at the beginning of the job) – or do not take on the task. The 
process of producing a text book or learning guide is long and complex so when a client 
sets a deadline we need to be able to provide the text to them ON TIME. If we cannot 
keep our deadlines, their process will be disrupted, the learning guides will not be 
produced on time, Colleges and other institutes who are relying on the learning guides 
to teach their students will purchase the material from another supplier and our client 
will lose substantial revenue. So deadlines cannot be missed. 

Unlike Dan, I do not have a specific method of ensuring I stay on track – however, 
knowing that the client is relying on me to get material to them by a certain date and 
understanding what is at stake is my motivator for getting it done on time.  
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Activity 
Consider your approach to a Vocational Education writing job. Briefly list the steps you’d 
take and discuss them with your facilitator. 
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Research tips 
 

Your ability to research appropriately will make the difference between an ‘OK’ output 
and a ‘fantastic’ output. Research is about finding information that is: 

◉  Relevant 

◉  Current (or at least the most widely used in the field) 

◉  Topical 

◉  Accurate 

◉  Real! 

 

The Internet is a great resource, but how can you be sure the content is true, real and 
accurate without further checking? And what about other sources – your local library, 
industry professionals, textbooks, university libraries, and online libraries? 

 

The Internet 
Finding information online can help you piece together your content. It can also lead to 
new ideas and strains of thought. 

Tip 1: Google whole sentences. If you write something and you want to know if it’s 
correct or has a published article that backs the information, try a few varieties of your 
sentence in Google to see what comes up. 

For example, if you had just written – “The least popular method of searching is the 
public library” – but you weren’t really sure of this opinion, you would return searches 
such as: 

◉  Searching for electronic journal articles to support academic tasks. A case study 
of the use of the Finnish National Electronic Library (FinELib) 

◉  Job search methods, and17 

◉  University of Adelaide’s library tutorial (when confining the search to Australian 
sites). 
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What use is all this? You might ask. Well, firstly it establishes that your original thesis is 
probably wrong, and secondly it gives you some new stains of thought about the use 
of online libraries and how library search techniques might benefit users. You’ve 
suddenly got more to write about (or at least consider). 

 

Tip 1.1: Google Scholar. When trying to find an academic result for your search, try using 
Google scholar – it’s one of the links at the top of the Google search page. 

 

Activity 
Try searching the Internet for information regarding “Jean Piaget’s constructive learning 
theory – is it still relevant in modern teaching methods?” Draw a mind map of the results 
and some of the new strains of thought you considered when searching. Discuss how 
you searched and found the answers to your various offshoot theories. 

 

Tip 2: Double-check your findings. Don’t accept everything you first read as true. For 
example, I recently searched for David Kolb’s LSI. One site returned a lot of information, 
but referred to it as the Learning Style Indicator, not the Learning Style Instrument 
(which is the correct extension of LSI). 

One way to double check is to check the source. Don’t treat the information as fact if it 
comes from a: 

◉  Personal blog or one associated with a opinionated group (such as left or right 
wing lobbyists). 

◉  Non-mainstream media. Gossip sites, opinion-based news articles and those that 
tend to sprout propaganda are dangerous sources. 

◉  Wikipedia entry – while it’s a fantastic resource, double check by following any 
references listed at the bottom of the article. 

◉  Anything that you believe would not hold up under ‘cross examination’, i.e. If 
someone asked you to prove it – would you be able to rely on the information 
provided? 
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Tip 3: Use good sources. Following on from the poorer examples above, good sources 
include: 

◉  Mainstream media reports. 

◉  Peer reviewed journal articles 

◉  Peer reviewed masters’ and doctoral theses. 

◉  Company releases. Public announcements from listed companies. 

◉  Published textbooks (always worth looking at the publisher to make sure they’re 
‘legitimate’. 

◉  University online libraries. Some include news articles, so refer to the above check 
to make sure they’re reasonable to include. 

 

There are many free online tutor sites offering PowerPoint presentations, videos and 
audio downloads. While these may provide you with some new strains of thought, 
always remember: you get what you pay for. Don’t rely on the information for quotes or 
theory unless you’re confident in the source. 

 

Libraries 
Online and offline libraries offer verifiable evidence. They’re an essential part of any 
research regimen. 

 

Tip 4: Register with at least one online library. There are several available, but I’d 
recommend University library gateways as the most useful and most reliable. Access 
can be from $0 to $199 for 12 months depending on the one’s you prefer. Not all 
libraries have access to all journals and data. See if you can access a free trial before 
spending your money. Remember, it is tax deductible if you’re accessing resources as a 
means to make an income. 

 

Tip 5: Find a local library to join. Some local libraries are better than others. Try to locate 
a convenient library with adequate resources to support your research topic. 
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Tip 6: Browse your local University library. UNSW, RMIT, UQ, Bond, SCU, Griffith, UNE, 
UWA and many others have real libraries you can access for research. Unless you’re a 
student you will be unable to borrow the books, but you can take notes and make use 
of the study desks at the facilities. In my experience, University libraries are a fantastic 
resource for most disciplines. They are also a quiet and salubrious place to ponder the 
topic you’re researching. 

 

Textbooks 
Textbooks are written by people just like you. They’ve done the research, compiled 
mountains of data and information, and published the results in a text which, in many 
industries, is outdated as soon as it becomes available. Given this, a textbook is still a 
fantastic source of ideas and celebrated theory. 

 

Tip 7: Read and paraphrase. Textbooks often have sections of information that would fit 
your topic perfectly. The idea is to read it – understand it – and then try to describe the 
key points in your own words. Plagiarism is the number one enemy of a good writer. 
Not only does it show up at the editor’s desk, it can also mean the work you have created 
is not being recognised. Always aim to be unique. Only quote and reference when you 
believe it adds to your point. 

 

Tip 8: Check the date and edition: Sadly, textbooks are outdated quickly. Ensure you’re 
using the most recent edition (you can check on Google books, Amazon or the NLA – 
national library of Australia). Referencing someone else’s textbook from 1998 seems a 
little desperate and shows a lacking in resourcefulness. 

 

Tip 9: Check the references and see what research has come from those people in more 
recent times. For example, in a Human resource text, Cornelius, 2001 2nd edn, the 
author uses a model to show the ‘shift to HRM’ by Storey, 1992. A Google search 
revealed a more up to date journal paper by John Storey in 1996, and a 2000 textbook 
by this author. Not to mention a 2001 article on ‘current practices’ which could help with 
a new strain of thought. 
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People in the know 
It’s exciting, gratifying and rewarding to actually talk to people with industry or topic 
expertise.  

 

Tip 10: Create a list of possible companies, universities and people you can call on for 
information. Create a brief introduction of yourself that defines you as a researcher, 
writer or author. Then simply make a few calls and set up interviews. 

 

Tip 11: Be prepared. In my experience, talking with people in their workplaces can be a 
very time limited occasion. Ensure you get the most out of the interview by developing 
a list of essential questions that will help you to write about your topic, or provide 
examples for your readers. 

 

Tip 12: Give credit. If you are going to use any part of the interview verbatim, or use the 
person in an example, ensure you gain permission and give credit. 

 

Activity 
Take a moment to consider your research approach. Write a couple of sentences to 
describe how you might improve your approach after reading the tips above. 
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Grammar; appropriate and standard uses 
 

There are many resources to help you understand and perfect your use of grammar, 
punctuation and English. Some argue that grammar is not as important as the message 
you’re trying to get across; while others argue that your message won’t be understood 
without appropriate grammar. Whatever the view, it is your role as a writer to use the 
most appropriate and highest standard available to you. 

As a writer, it is assumed that you have a reasonable grasp of English and the common 
uses of punctuation. Your starting point for improving your grammar is to read material 
on similar topics or in similar styles to those in which you write. When you read, pay 
attention to details like: 

◉  How the author structures paragraphs: A paragraph isn’t just a visual break 
between clumps of sentences. It is a tool for writers to lead a reader through a 
key point or topic. A well-structured paragraph will contain a start, middle and 
end. The middle could be one or more sentences. The important thing is to 
remember that the last sentence should finish off the central idea of the 
paragraph. This could be a statement, a question, a word, or an example. 

◉  Where the author uses commas: Fewer are better. This rule of thumb has 
emerged from recent readings where authors feel compelled to punctuate each 
natural pause with a comma. A comma need only separate directives within a 
sentence; e.g. “The whole town, including the mayor, was up in arms.” To make 
sure you’re using them correctly, the sentence should make sense if you read it 
without the directive within the commas – “The whole town was up in arms” – 
good! 

◉  It also helps to correct your use of verbs. ‘The whole town’, is a singular (like I, me, 
she), and therefore the past tense of the occurrence of being ‘up in arms’ is also 
singular – so you’d use ‘was’, rather than ‘were’. If you wrote, ‘the town and the 
mayor was up in arms’, you’d see the error. 

◉  How they structure dot points: This varies between styles, guidelines and 
preferences. 
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You may use capitals, commas, semi-colons, square dots, round dots – whatever the 
guidelines or your preferences dictate; with just a couple of constants: 

a) You should announce a dot point list with a colon 

b) If the list forms part of a sentence, e.g. there are 

◉  one, 

◉  two, and 

◉  three things to discuss. Then use commas and a full stop at the end. 

c) Be consistent. If you use a certain approach, keep it throughout your document. 

d) Refer to the clients’ guidelines. If the client wants semi colons and capital letters, then 
use them. 

 

Sentence structure. Note how the author creates sentences. Do they contain one point, 
or lead carefully to another. Also note the use of transitional words. From 
http://writing2.richmond.edu/writing/wweb/trans1.html - the types of transitional 
words and their use is in the table overleaf. 
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An excellent free online resource for writing and grammar is found at: 

http://goo.gl/pLgePv 
 

Activity 
Re-organise the following sentence and discuss with your facilitator: “The last time 
someone was playing she thought she were going to last til the end of the game but 
she lost in the last minute” 
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Following client templates and guidelines 
 

A professional academic writer will be required to write for a variety of clients, each of 
whom possess his or her own set of guidelines. It is important that you understand the 
guidelines and what the client is looking for before progressing too far into the project. 
This can be accomplished by: 

a) Referring to past examples (if available) 
b) Clarifying any points with the client of other writers 
c) Reviewing all frameworks, guidelines, style guides and writers briefs before 

commencing.  
 

Client templates can range from very thorough (as in the case of some VET publishers) 
through to very subjective (as in the case of some tertiary clients). Thorough guidelines 
suit writers who are apt at following instructions and working to a regimen. Subjective 
guidelines suit the more creative writer who enjoys using his/her imagination to create 
the text.  

 

Know your strengths and weaknesses: 
◉  Creative: If you’re predominantly creative – that is, you prefer to tell a story than 

state a list of facts - then you will excel at creating case studies, assessments, 
examples, journal articles and narratives. To improve your objective writing, read 
academic papers, news print, theses and studies, and technical writing. 
 

◉  Objective: If you’re predominantly objective – that is, you prefer to stick to facts, 
use few words to communicate your message, and like dot points and lists – then 
you’ll excel at creating academic content, technical case studies and examples, 
lists and tables. To improve your creative writing, read fiction, journal articles 
(non-technical) and magazine articles of interest, and practice telling stories (by 
whatever means you prefer). 
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Activity 
Review the client template provided by your facilitator. Discuss some of the key points 
to note when starting the project. 
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Reviewing your work 
 

The reviewing process can happen summarily and/or formatively. 

Formative reviews take place as you write. When you finish a sentence or paragraph you 
reread it for grammatical congruity, sense and flow. You want to ensure what you’ve 
just written meets the overall objective of the section or chapter, and adds to the 
readers interest or knowledge of the subject. A formative review technique is 
recommended to anyone writing for a client for the first time. 

Summary reviews occur at the end of the writing and take on the form of a final edit. 
The edit can be external (i.e. another writer/editor) or by you. The point is that by the 
end of the document you are ensuring that all the key points are covered, the style 
matches the client’s requirements, and the word count (if required) is within the 
guidelines. If you use the summary review only, beware of two things; 

1. Writers fatigue. You may be ‘over’ the project and simply want it gone from your 
desktop. Reviewing the whole document can be laborious and tedious. Your 
attention to detail is likely to be less than during the creation process. 
 

2. Timeliness. Have you left time to correct any large portions, or series of small 
errors that you may pick up in the final document? 

 

The best option is to use both: formative to ensure you stay on track, and summative to 
ensure you’ve addressed all the detail. 

 

Activity 
Review a document provided by your facilitator and discuss the benefits and limitations 
of editing from a third-person’s perspective. 
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Editing your work and reworking submitted texts 
 

Working with publishers and editors means that you will be asked to rework your 
original project. At the very least, you may need to add some small amounts of extra 
content, or reword a small section. 

Re-working a project requires additional attention to detail. You don’t want it coming 
back twice. Ensure you follow the editor’s remarks carefully and thoroughly. And review 
the final document before sending back. 

 

Using ‘track changes’ 
Microsoft Word has a feature under the Review tab called ‘track changes’. Selecting this 
feature automatically tracks all the changes you do to the document that has been sent 
back by the editor/publisher. 

Some people find this feature clutters the workspace (a bit like a cluttered desk). You 
can keep track changes on and select ‘final’, from the Final Showing Markup drop down 
box. This removes the clutter and returns you to the finished look, while still tracking 
the changes. 

 

Comments 
Additionally, you or the editor may wish to attach comments to explain changes or for 
a commentary on the writing. This is useful to many editors as it can explain your 
intended thoughts and they can interpret the text from your perspective (and vice 
versa). Figure 1 shows track changes and comments set to ‘Final Showing Markup’. 
Figure 2 shows the same document set to ‘Final’. Note how the comment area is still 
shaded. 
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FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
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Summary 
 

This workbook covered the topics: 

1. Vocational and tertiary standards – the Australian Qualifications Framework 

2. Approaching the writing project 

3. Research tips 

4. Grammar; appropriate and standard uses 

5. Following client templates and guidelines 

6. Reviewing your work 

7. Editing your work and reworking submitted texts 

 

It is recommended that you continue to read, review and seek feedback for all your 
writing work as a means of continuous improvement and professional development.  

Congratulations on taking this first step with SpecTraining. We hope your career as a 
writer flourishes and you experience enjoyment and pride in the work you are able to 
produce. 
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Notes 
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For more information about training courses offer by SpecTraining, email 
info@spectraining.com.au or go to www.spectraining.com.au    

 

mailto:info@spectraining.com.au
http://www.spectraining.com.au/
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